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Abstract: In this paper two diagrams are shown. One explains what the dogma considers a “false
positive” with reference to exoplanet discovery, the other shows that false positives are not false
positives. Reasoning is provided based on the new worldview.

The nebular hypothesis, protoplanetary disk hypothesis and all of the anthropic
variants are being replaced by stellar metamorphosis. It is becoming known worldwide
that planets are stars, thus, planets are evolutionary structures and are really big hot
and bright when they are first formed. They cool, lose mass and solidify as they evolve
into things like Earth and Mercury. The bottom diagram shows four windows. One is
“true” and not a false positive. The other three are “false positives”. According to the
dogma, three of the windows do not count as discoveries of exoplanets, yet they
actually do.

In the dogma’s diagram, “a” is the only true “discovery”. The others are false
positives. The only thing “false” about the other three is the dogma’s understanding of

what they are actually looking at. All false positives show stars in various stages to their
evolution, as well as the one that is not a false positive. All four, a, b, c, and d all show
stars in various stages to their evolution. There is nothing false about them. By
observing the bottom diagram, we can see that stars exist in all stages of evolution, and
that is what all observations are showing us, regardless if the dogma refuses to accept
reality.

Brown dwarves, red dwarves, orange dwarves, “planets”, “exoplanets”, they are
all the same objects. They are all evolutionary in nature. This being said, all false
positive data are actual confirmations of REAL exoplanets that are still young, hot and
big after they first formed. We can now begin to replace the false knowledge taught by
university professors and large research organizations that have no idea what they are
talking about.

